
WHAT MUSIC DID THOMAS TALLIS WRITE A RESUME

Thomas Tallis was a prominent 16th century English composer. What would you do if your occupation was church
musician and the church where you were.

William's two older brothers, Symond and John, sang in the choir at St. The original heyday of chants was the
eighth and ninth centuries, which is quite a ways before the twelfth century, but change came slowly back
then, and a century in flat-earth years is about two years in pop time or a month and a half in web time , so
three hundred years on from head-thwacking monophony the state of music has been advanced noticeably, but
not dramatically, and if you have an intractable antipathy for drones and chants, you'll almost certainly want to
start later than this. These beautiful anthems, or sacred choral pieces, have remained popular for centuries. She
suffered from arthritis and died in  The recording, rich in cathedral echoes, accentuates this sense of
wordlessness, to the point where most of this album, for me, sounds like the ecstatic hallucinatory reveries of
an extremely spiritual person who has, nonetheless, dozed off during a service, just after eating a large and
ill-advisedly spicy meal. Vaughan Williams leaves behind a strong legacy and much of his works were
recorded by many musicians, after his death. Of this, the and sets of Cantiones sacrae mostly designed for the
private edification of the Catholic circles Byrd moved in and therefore unrestricted by liturgical considerations
have an intensity unrivalled in England and a breadth of scale unknown on the Continent. A page from
Parthenia for keyboard by William Byrd. Much of the music dates from earlier in the 16th century and some
of it might have been written originally for the Catholic queen Mary Tudor. His academic and sporting
achievements there were satisfactory, and the school encouraged his musical development. John Dowland
published his first book of songs or Ayres in  The quintet was written two years after the success of the Tallis
Fantasia, with which it has elements in common, both in terms of instrumental layout and the mood of rapt
contemplation. The lute is identifiable by its size and shape, with the pear-shaped body and angled head. The
first work under their imprint appeared in that yearâ€”a collection of Cantiones sacrae dedicated to the queen;
of the 34 motets , Tallis contributed 16 and Byrd  He found the psalm and was enchanted. The shape of the
body was somewhat like the violin family instruments, but with deeper ribs, a shallow top plate and a flat back
in two parts with the upper part angled to give clearance to the player. Second, the melodies themselves,
though florid compared to chants, are pretty carefully measured by any other standard. A dense, atmospheric
orchestral meditation, it falls somewhere between ambient and romantic, like a soundtrack for when you're
calm and happy, but not sure why. The bass of the shawms was so long that the player had to stand on a box to
reach the reed, and wood cuts exist which show a bass shawm player holding the instrument horizontally, with
another person helping to support. Vaughan Williams is among the best-known British symphonists, noted for
his very wide range of moods, from stormy and impassioned to tranquil, from mysterious to exuberant. The
fife was a wooden pipe with six finger holes used with the drum in marching formations.


